APA Style

APA References List Format
APA Manual, Sec. 2.11 and Sec. 8.03


For additional details, exceptions, and source formats, consult the APA Manual available at the Library Service Desk (Ready Ref BF 76.7 .P83 2010) and Reference (REF BF 76.7 .P83). See also, the APA website (http://www.apastyle.org).

Begin the References list as a new page at the end of your paper. Margins, font, spacing, running head and page numbering continue from your paper's text.

Center the title, References, 1 in. from the top of the page.

Alphabetize entries by author or first significant word (e.g., corporate author, title) (APA 181-183).

Entries are in Hanging Indent style. (In Word, this format option is under the Home tab's Paragraph menu. Under INDENTATION select Special: Hanging and By: .5).

Double space entries. To check --

click arrow at the bottom of the Home tab’s Paragraph box.
When the Indents/Paragraph box opens, be sure Before and After are set at 0 pts, Line Space is Double, and At is blank.

Use one space after internal punctuation (commas, colons, semicolons) and after periods within a reference citation.

Use two spaces at the end of a sentence.

Have no spaces for some abbreviation (e.g., a.m., U.S.) or a web address. (APA, Sec. 4.01-4.02).
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